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Preface
The religious message and the religious practice of the Church of Scientology come and
are taught to mankind in a time when spiritual messages are extremely difficult to perceive.
There are many serious reasons why a person’s subjective reality may be blocked from
any spiritual message.
We shall name only a few:
1. mass secularisation of public consciousness;
2. traditional religious systems, doctrines and practices leave the majority of
contemporaries uninspired;
3. schisms of conventional churches foster a sense of mistrust and disappointment
in ordinary believers and cause them to turn to sources other than conventional
structures;
4. the loss of emotional experience of one’s spiritual foundation and false identification
of self with transient values—that is, the loss of spiritual identity—is the loss of
the ability to view oneself in a wider spiritual context than the current life.
The situation is aggravated due to numerous social, political, ecological and cultural crises,
the sources of which take root in the person’s oblivion of his own spiritual nature. The person
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has lost the knowledge of self as a spiritual being which results in external catastrophes/disasters
and shocks, i.e., the person has lost his spiritual identity and identifies himself with false values.
As this false self-identification has gone too far, the rediscovery of one’s true identity and
self-awareness as a spiritual being requires covering a special long path—the one that leads
to the revival of spiritual self-identification. The path back to spiritual self-identification does
not always pass through a conventional religious system. To the contrary, many search for a
path outside the conventional religious systems, and they certainly have the right to pursue
a path of spiritual revival and rebirth that is outside the conventional religious systems, if the
traditions prove incapable of an adequate response to modern challenges.
Scientology in its religious practice and religious messages provides the answer and a path
toward spiritual revival. The Church of Scientology addresses the person whose outlook was
shaped by a non-religious epoch, and it uses customs and trends created by this particular epoch
with the express purpose of reviving spiritual self-consciousness. The Church of Scientology
takes into account the religious and confessional diversity of modern society. Therefore
the spiritual message of the Church of Scientology is directed to all religious groups and
permits those of other religions to practice Scientology, and those belonging to the Church
of Scientology to belong to other religions.
The mission of the Church of Scientology has a special importance for post-totalitarian
countries. All the above-given barriers to spiritual revival in the modern world are multiplied
in a post-totalitarian location. We should add to them an extremely important task, unknown
to countries with advanced democratic institutions—that of rebuilding civil society institutions
which were completely destroyed in the period of totalitarian regimes. What is meant here
are institutions of community and local self-management and the necessity to train the
population in community-building skills. And it is here that the experience of the Church of
Scientology in building a community, and its technologies of spiritual training, can and already
do play a significant role in creating a new spiritual foundation in places with non-totalitarian
governments.
The situation is aggravated by inter-ethnic and political conflicts which constantly threaten
to develop into international and inter-religious situations in a post-totalitarian location.
The experience of successful inter-religious work, which the Church of Scientology has, is
therefore also an urgent matter for new states, countries and territories.
Scientology addresses the person who is ready to execute the search for his true spiritual
nature on his own strength. Scientology gives clear promises and the criteria for fulfillment
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of these promises. It is especially important for people compelled to trust only in themselves
and their own strength and who simultaneously search for a spiritual basis and justification
of personal sovereignty and independence in a spiritual sphere. There are many such people
in all social and professional strata of modern Russia. So what are the reasons of intrinsic,
religious/spiritual nature, which make the image of Scientology attractive for independently
thinking, active and distrustful persons in the post-totalitarian era? For this purpose it is
necessary to comprehend some of the fundamental features of Scientology as a doctrine
and as a church organisation as well as its value for people who did not find answers in the
traditional church.
It is particularly necessary to answer these questions: What is Scientology as a theological
system? How does it address the problem of maintaining holy knowledge? What is the structure
of the spiritual message of Scientology? What is the structure of new existence in Scientology
and what is its understanding of the Absolute?
In the preliminary answers to these questions we will try to clarify the reason for the swift
success of Scientology in Russia and in the post-totalitarian countries as a whole.
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Self-Identification
Michael A. Sivertsev, Ph.D.
Chairman for New Religions
Board of Cooperation with Religious Organisations
Office of the Russian President

I. Scientology as

a Theological System

Although not all members of Scientology (which becomes evident from the discussions
and numerous interviews that I have had) believe there is a special theological system
in Scientology, there nevertheless exist at least two fundamental formal attributes which
point to the existence of a theological system. First, it is the role of the charismatic leader
in the establishment of the church, and secondly, it is the existence of a well-developed
religious doctrine and holy knowledge with an esoteric and an exoteric component.

I.I. The Charismatic Leader
The work of the founder, L. Ron Hubbard, is the basis for the dogma and organization of
Scientology. Hubbard’s work is the authoritative text which is always addressed and which
is constantly studied. Through the internal self-determination of the church, the texts
of Hubbard have the role of scripture—the holy text. The charismatic leader is thus the
author of the main text. The second reason for seeing in Hubbard the charismatic leader
is the belief of members of the church that Hubbard was the first person who found and
traveled the path to true spiritual identity. All that remains to be done by those near or far
is to follow Hubbard’s path and relive Hubbard’s experience, which is within anyone’s reach.
It is important to emphasise a basic difference between the charismatic founder of the
movement and his followers. For Hubbard, the path was opened as a result of his own
charisma. For the followers, it requires in-depth study with the guidance of the scriptures.
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The purpose of the scriptures is to reach a spiritual identity, and to change one’s
self-consciousness. It should be emphasised that the process of achieving new levels of
self-consciousness was authored and regulated in detail by Hubbard. We find it is important
to emphasise that detailed regulation and authorisation of procedures is an important
way of preventing any schism. The door for any possibility of new interpretations of the
authoritative texts is closed in an extremely simple but effective way. It is supposed that
the full truth was found in Hubbard’s personal experience. And this personal experience is
connected with the technology of achievement of a true spiritual identity. Unlike Hubbard’s
one-time, unique experience (which serves as a form), the experience of others in content
is the technology for changing one’s level of self-identification. The content of Hubbard’s
experience (in a sense of technology) is in essence of a universal and repeatable nature.
The purpose of the mission of the Church of Scientology is to grant each person who has
felt an internal necessity to achieve spiritual identity an opportunity to go down the path
which was opened by Hubbard.
What are the main features of the charismatic leader of the Scientology movement which
provide the basis on which to consider him a religious leader?
First, the founder of the movement has discovered spiritual essences, spiritual knowledge
which concerns every person.
Second, with the help of this knowledge, the founder has developed a way for personal salvation.
Third, the knowledge given to the leader was complete and any additions are impossible: any
additions only deform the knowledge and transform it into harmful knowledge. From this
emanates the necessity for special supervision to make sure the instructions of the founder
are followed.
Fourth, the contiguity with personal experience and the personality of the founder, which is
present in texts and video recordings, transforms the internal world of the follower, transforms
the identity of the follower, and results in a stable realisation of one’s own self as a spiritual
and immortal source.
Fifth, the founder of the movement cannot be replaced by any other person. That is why even
very high spiritual achievement of a member of the Church of Scientology cannot result in
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a claim of founder status to assume a new version of doctrine; hence, no one can claim to
assume the authority and power of the founder.
Sixth, on the basis of the spiritual message authored by the founder, a religious order is
established in which the place of the member of the hierarchy depends exclusively on his/her
spiritual achievement and on the permanency of spiritual practice in the order.
Seventh, the service in the Church of Scientology is built upon the texts of the founder and
testimonials of those members whose lives have been assisted by the church and the works
of the founder.
Thus, the founder of the movement, the charismatic leader, comes as a saviour to the followers;
the charismatic leader offers full individual and spiritual self-realisation. In other words,
the leader, the founder of Scientology is the founder of the religious doctrine and religious
movement.

I.II. Scientology: The Religious Doctrine and the Holy Knowledge
Several fundamental Scientology themes lead us to consider Scientology doctrine as religious.
First of all, spiritual and eternal essence is the concept with which a person should identify
himself.
The next theme is history or a single event (a catastrophe) which caused man to forget his true
nature, i.e., the theme of slavery of the true eternal self either by nature or through deliberate
evil forces, which is classical for a religious doctrine.
Matter, energy, space and time are created by the powerful and eternal self who has lost the
awareness of his omnipotence and falls under the control of his own creations.
Some testimonies suggest that the oblivion of self is the result of the activity and creativity by
the eternal self. Other testimonies (more obscure) describe it as a result of personal evil will
which caused a catastrophe in a major part of the inhabited universe.
In any case, be it absence of evil will or presence of an evil creator, we see the classical theme
of religious ontology, with the theme of fall and oblivion of one’s former spiritual power as
well as oblivion of the catastrophe itself.
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Knowledge about one’s own infinite past, about events that happened to an individual during
his numerous earlier existences, is not just knowledge. It is holy knowledge which gives back
to the person an understanding of his true place in the cosmos and permits him during the
process of attempting to comprehend his former disasters—down to the main catastrophe of
cosmic importance—to revive the true knowledge about himself. Thus, the knowledge acquired
in Scientology through long-term study and awareness of one’s own history is liberating
knowledge that brings salvation.
Holy knowledge changes and transforms the person who is receiving the knowledge. The
achievement of one’s real identity comes after the destruction of engrams, which are the
barriers in the form of false knowledge of oneself, i.e., false identity. The destruction of internal
obstructions placed in the way to understanding one’s own true eternal self is achieved with
the help of an auditor, one who listens, (from the Latin audire, to listen) who is simultaneously
minister and keeper of the path to holy knowledge. The technique of questions and answers in
auditing reminds one of the procedures of gaining holy knowledge characteristic of customs
which hold that a pupil (or truth seeker) only can be brought up to the threshold of true
awareness. Awareness itself and understanding of the true nature of things is something the
searcher must find independently. (Similar techniques of understanding one’s true self can
be encountered in the “spiritual exercises” of Ignatius of Loyola, in oriental spiritual schools,
Zen Buddhism—koans—and in the Hasidic stories.)
The parallels shown above, without diminishing the uniqueness of the spiritual contribution
of Scientology into the world treasury of spiritual experience, help us be certain of, first of all,
the religious foundation of Scientology, and secondly, the spiritual potential of Scientology
not only as a religious movement but as a religious order. The latter is especially important
because the appearance of orders is possible as a result of resolving either organisational
issues or issues of a religious and educational nature. The religious order as a way of solving
purely organisational problems—as the history of religious movements shows—is short-lived,
whereas orders formed around a well-developed spiritual education technology prove to be
enduring. The Jesuit order can be used as an example, brought about around “the practice of
spiritual exercises” by the founder of the order, Ignatius of Loyola. The ability of the order to
solve numerous practical problems is the consequence of the spiritual, religious practice. The
basis of stability of the Jesuit order is the correct adherence to the technology of “spiritual
exercises”. Similarly, the core of the order of the Church of Scientology has stability due to
the special spiritual technology of finding the true self which is the center of the religious
dogma and holy knowledge. Therefore the problem of preservation of holy knowledge is a
major element of the Church of Scientology.
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II. The

Problem of Preservation of Holy Knowledge

II.I. Esoteric Knowledge and Scientology Technology
Esoteric knowledge in religious systems is possible in two forms. The first form assumes
special methods and script of concealment, coding. It is supposed that the disclosure of hidden
knowledge, accessibility of it to all who so wish, transforms hidden knowledge into profane,
or secular, knowledge which loses its holy power and power to transform.
The second form of esoteric knowledge assumes the principle of openness and availability.
However, the unique structure of knowledge is such that if the pupil has not mastered the
previous stages, he cannot understand the next level. In other words, esoteric knowledge arises
from a situation where it is necessary first to pass all levels of a detailed chain of personal
achievement. Each step contains in itself miniature versions of all the others. Thus, esoteric
knowledge develops not from a desire to code and hide knowledge, but from the simple
circumstance that one possessing the highest level of knowledge cannot, even if he wishes
to do so, relay this knowledge to a person who has not yet passed all the requisite stages of
internal transformations and changes of consciousness. The only thing that the owner of the
highest knowledge can do is to get the pupil through all the prerequisite stages.
Esoteric knowledge of Scientology is of the latter type. When we see the mark “confidential”
on some stages of the Scientology knowledge, it means that this concerns knowledge which
can only be relayed to a person who has passed all the preceding levels.
Scientology is an open religious system in essence. Each person who has felt the internal
necessity to accept the path and spiritual message of Scientology can count on attention and
support. And the work with truth seekers will be conducted as the reply to his own searches
of spiritual identity. However, it is necessary to remember that at the center of spirituality of
Scientology lies, first and foremost, one’s own personal experience of realisation of a spiritual
identity, a new spiritual infinite self. Therefore, the “story”, the “narration” about this experience
is possible only to a very small extent, not because the spiritual instructors hide this experience,
but because the essence of this experience is such that it cannot be verbalised or conveyed.
Certainly in Scientology there is a genre of “testimonies” about one’s personal path and the
transformation experienced by an individual when he reaches, for example, a higher level of
awareness of the eternal self. However, it is exactly what it is called—a “testimony” (a very
important and necessary genre), and not the holy knowledge. When you read and listen to
these testimonies, you realise with particular clarity that the witness is trying very hard indeed
to describe his experience, to share his knowledge, but is not able to do so.
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Hence, the requirement of accurate preservation and precise reproduction of the technology
of Scientology and the constantly heard requirement not to go on to the next stage of learning
until the preceding material is mastered down to the last detail. In this, great attention is given
to the procedure of clarifying the meaning of individual words. This level of attention to the
procedures of clarifying the meaning of words also relates Scientology to the great religious
traditions and allows Scientology knowledge to be considered holy knowledge.
It can be considered that the procedure of clarifying the meaning of words and obtaining holy
knowledge is part of the main objective of Scientology: bringing clarity into and accepting
and understanding the true spiritual nature of the infinite self.

II.II. Procedures for Initiation into Knowledge as a
Technology of Achievement of the Highest Levels of Consciousness.
Levels of Self-Identification: From Preclear to the Highest Level of Spiritual Being
The requirement for constant clarity of consciousness and self-consciousness (shaking off
the dream of daily routine), and formal rationality, which is organised in such a manner that
without completing and gaining a clear understanding of the lower stages one cannot go on
to the higher stages of awareness of one’s true self, results first in a hierarchical structure of
knowledge and second in procedures of initiation into knowledge. In the culture of religious
education where a change of consciousness and self-consciousness for the student is expected,
but where the transmission of this new self-consciousness is impossible, the initiation procedure
becomes absolutely essential in the culture of religious education. From this stems yet another
important feature of Scientology as a holy culture: Hubbard’s texts—the Scientological
scriptures of the church—are the means of transformation of the student’s consciousness
and self-consciousness. It is this particular aspect that characterises the axiomatic element of
Hubbard’s texts. These are classical short texts, which are intended for long reflection during
which a change of understanding of the student’s inner self occurs—that is, through repeated
attempts to comprehend the scriptures (Hubbard’s texts) to gain a deeper understanding of
oneself and one’s true self. Scientology offers the opportunity for group, twin and single (solo)
practice of contemplation. This practice also relates Scientology with other religious and,
more specifically, orderly structures where the experience of reflection over holy texts is not
an experience of receiving new information, but an experience of changing oneself (for the
parishioner), or an experience of purifying oneself (for the instructor), which should restore
clarity of consciousness and self-consciousness after hard work.
Thus, when we say that knowledge and self-consciousness cannot be transmitted, we speak
about the necessity of a procedure which helps the student reach this knowledge (that of
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discovering oneself). It means that a formally developed system of transitions from one level
of holy knowledge to another is necessary.
With the help of the teacher (or independently at some stages), the student passes all stages
from pre-Clear (a person who, through Scientology processing, or spiritual counseling, is
finding out more about himself and life) up to the highest level, Operating Thetan.
Taking into account the above features of esoteric knowledge inherent in Scientology (in
particular, hierarchy, strictness and the impossibility of skipping a stage) Scientology then
has developed a rather impressive system of a spiritual path which is also an indicator of a
stable and promising spiritual culture.

II.III. “The Bridge to Total Freedom” as a Center and
Basis of the Scientology Theological System
A religious movement, even when it reaches the stage of an organised church, does not
always possess an extensive system of doctrine. The existence of a system of doctrine is an
indicator of the maturity of a religious movement and consequently, it takes form over a rather
long time. Nevertheless, Scientology, as it was already observed in the history of religious
movements, quite rapidly formed a creed and a system of spiritual training. The reason for this
fast achievement of spiritual and organisational maturity is in the well-developed, formalised
and detailed system of levels of spiritual transformation and spiritual identity. This system
can be remotely compared to systems of spiritual enlightenment and purification that were
the central concern of many orders which purified and saved certain traditional churches.
Theological systems can be subdivided into two types: cataphatic and apophatic.
Cataphatic is a system that assumes the possibility (or ability) of expressing the highest religious
experience in words. Apophatic considers the highest knowledge and highest values to be
inexpressible. Therefore the cataphatic system creates detailed and extensive descriptions of
a godly being and a godly structure of the visible and invisible world. The apophatic system
does not give any descriptions of the Supreme Being because it is impossible from the point
of view of this system. However, apophatic theology gives a system of rising to the highest
knowledge which is achieved at the fulfillment of the formal instructions from the teacher.
Certainly Scientology includes both kinds of theological systems, but the apophatic theology
dominates. Therefore, Scientology is characterised not so much by the description of the new
states of self as by the description of the strategy for reaching higher states.
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The Bridge to Total Freedom is a metaphor for the path of spiritual transformation. This path
exists in the majority of religious cultures and theological systems. However, it is primarily
orders that put at the center of the theological system the path of spiritual purification viewed
as a formal sequence of states of self-consciousness organised as a hierarchy.
Strictly speaking, this hierarchical system—the Bridge to Total Freedom—is the message with
which the Church of Scientology addresses the world and followers.
Inside this message are fundamental themes which form the structure of the Bridge. All
the main theological concepts (about the Absolute, status of man, concept of salvation), the
mission of the clergy and the organisational structure of the Church of Scientology follow
from the structure of the Bridge, which is understood as a path of personal transformation
and personal understanding of one’s universal role.

III. The

Structure of the Spiritual Message of Scientology

The structure of the spiritual message develops from a complex of themes. The message is
directed personally to each individual, and at each formally marked stage of the path—the
Bridge—the themes of the message find a new depth and completeness.
The practice of the members of religious orders assumes intensified contemplation over
individual themes of special messages. Some Christian orders practice an intensified meditation
over key events from the life of Jesus Christ. The purpose of meditation on separate themes and
episodes of the Passions of Christ is internal transformation and purifying of the meditator and
laying oneself into the hands of Christ. A parallel personal practice exists in some Sufi orders.
It is possible to give similar examples from many religious cultures. A common condition
which makes a path of internal purification and transformation possible is a special theme
structure of the spiritual message.
We shall single out two topical units which are characteristic of the spiritual message of
Scientology.

III.I. The Fall of Man, Awareness of the Fall (Catastrophe),
Self-Transformation: A Hero’s Personal Journey
The fall of man is regarded as a universal catastrophe which made the person forget his true
powerful and infinite self. The infinitely strong and powerful self who had created space
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and time sank into dependence upon his own creations. The central theme which varies
diversely in the Scientology spiritual message is: “The creator who has been enslaved by his
own creations and has lost his freedom”. Awareness of this loss is simultaneously the first step
to liberation. From here comes the necessity of awareness of all catastrophes, experienced
during millions of years of existence. The requirement to comprehend millions of years as
one’s personal existence is typical.
The second feature of the theme of fall-awareness-liberation is its heroic image in the Scientology
message. The heroic theme means that the search for the new powerful and eternal self is first
of all a result of personal efforts of the one following the path—crossing the Bridge. Originally
and fundamentally, man is basically good—this is one of the basic tenets of the Scientology
creed. It should be emphasised for the sake of comparison that this clearly expressed position is
directly opposite to the Christian message which insists on damage and sinfulness in the nature
of man from the beginning and on the impossibility of correction by human efforts. (We recall
the formula: As it is impossible for the leopard to change its spots, and it is impossible for a bent
tree to become straight, then it is impossible through any personal efforts to get rid of original
sin and perverted nature.) Looking at man as a hero—the belief that man is originally good and
can with the help of his own efforts and human help from teachers and special practice return
to his original condition of power—was, in Christianity, always considered to be paganism.
Without entering into a detailed discussion of the differences between the Christian message
and that of Scientology, attention should, however, be given to this specific divergence as one
of the sources of difficulties of dissemination of the Scientology message in cultures where
Christianity already prevails.
For our analysis, however, the comparison is important in order to emphasise the following:
the fall, awareness of the fall, and liberation are regarded as a personal journey of the hero
crossing the Bridge to full personal liberation. Long practice which leads to the awareness of long
duration of personal existence (and recall of one’s self) for millions of years and the personal
path (journey) of the hero are contrary to the personal journey and personal self-consciousness
offered in the Christian message. The themes of the Scientology message are realised during
the religious service which also has a theme structure.

III.II. Confession, Self-understanding, Salvation:
The Path of Religious Service
For Scientology, as for any strong religious culture and as for any religious order, the sermon
is an important element of the religious service. However, we do not find in Scientology the
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proselytism which is characteristic of many traditional religions. On the contrary, Scientology
is one of the few religions which permits followers to practice another religion. Scientology
is, however, a complete religion and its members practice Scientology to the exclusion of
any other faith. Some retain membership in another religion primarily for familial, social or
cultural reasons. This is the reason confession—testimony of one’s personal experience—is
characteristic of a Scientology service when it addresses the external world, coupled with
constant emphasis on the rational aspects on the personal experience.
The rationality of the confession suggests a technique of self-comprehension which has been
developed in detail and, more importantly, which is practiced: Understanding oneself as an
individual having personal experience of one’s destiny as something continuing for millions
of years; and understanding oneself as an eternal and omnipotent self.
Confession and understanding one’s self bring about salvation. Salvation is understood as a
stable awareness of one’s true nature and removal of all internal spiritual barriers (engrams)
which block the correct awareness of the omnipotent and eternal self, i.e., salvation is becoming
aware and finding one’s spiritual identity.
The structure of the spiritual message of any religious culture meets to correct understanding
only in the context of understanding the Absolute. This brings us to the issue of reviving the
notion of the Absolute which is characteristic of Scientology.

IV. Understanding

the Absolute: Structures of New
Existence, Highest Existence
Understanding the Absolute is at the centre of many theological systems. To discuss this
subject, not only the written word must be relied upon but also spoken testimonies.
Examining some of the features of the Scientology concept of the Absolute, we compare them
to the firm notions of the Absolute which take shape in other theological systems.

IV.I. Personal or Impersonal Existence
The higher existence, or Absolute, is impersonal in nature, a condition of the existence of both
the personal spiritual being and of those creations which emerge as a result of the creative
game played by the omnipotent and eternal self.
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IV.II. Continuity or Discontinuity of Behaviour Between
Physical Universe (mest) and Spiritual Being
Although this problem is not raised in its general form and as such is of no interest for spiritual
practice, it should be recognised with high probability that the relations between creator and the
created world (composed of Matter, Energy, Space and Time, which forms the acronym mest)
are interrupted; i.e., between them there does not exist a gradual continuous transition. As
for the Absolute (to the degree this abstract, from the practical angle, issue is of interest) it
is viewed as an immanent essence, which can be achieved by the Spiritual Being and is the
result which awaits any person who walks the personal path on the Bridge to Total Freedom.

IV.III. The Problem of Revelation in Scientology
Revelation is given in Scientology once and completely by the personality, life and texts of
L. Ron Hubbard. Therefore, the task of the members of the church is to study and apply the
message of Hubbard. Here is the basis for the continual references to statements and texts of
Hubbard. The function and the role of the Hubbard texts in the sermon, in the service and
the daily practice of the ministers and attendants of the church is the role of Revelation.

IV.IV. Verbal and Non-Verbal Understanding of the Absolute
For Scientology, the non-verbal understanding of the Absolute is typical, for the apophatic
theology. The apophatic understanding of the Absolute is connected with the formal practical
character of the Scientology spiritual tradition which lays out how to attain it rather than
describing it. The journey to higher states of consciousness—which is austere in form—is
unique to the apophatic theology. Typical for the apophatic theology is the presumption of
the basic impossibility of describing in words the higher states of consciousness. Moreover, it
is supposed that words only distort the experience of the Absolute. Scientology is a classical
example of an apophatic religious system.
Michael A. Sivertsev, Ph.D.
Moscow
July 1995
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